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Dear Jefferson Norley, 
- 	 5.-  
lou conclude your letter of the 1th by asking, How think that people caring 4 

about the JFH assassination should procede. I've thought about this often and the more 
I think of all the things have not worpxed and shc?1..ilo prospect of working the more I 
believe that Aause of all the odds against doing much than can today have any signifi-
cance the (wily thing to do is to'try to make the syst;m work at sometime if not now. 
This me::ris informing ones self and then others, and with fact, not the crazy byt at 
tractive theories. I do not mean this is any kind of game. I think that the most we can 

A 
now hope for is that the government will admit failure and tryto do the ltlile tl 
can be done. 'Alen that might be dared cannot be predicted because those Hoover cloned 
will for some time control the FBI and there is little prospect of surviving it poli-

tically if one tangles with it. 

As I see it we have a choice between trying to Make the system work and just copping 
out. Because I regard any presidential assassi ation as having the effect of a coup d' 
etat, the decTest subversion, and because there may be some future usefulhess in what 

I am doing, I continue to do it, in whatever form I can. Reeently it is in the form of 
the P4Z-4 drafts of book5 n the slight prospect that without an agent or a publishser 

ii, 
p it might ha)on. It is happening la one I did a y,:ar ago, titled, with a descriptive 

subtitle, i101/ER AGAIN! A friend in publtShing is going to publish it and I know no more. 
In an effort to round out the record for history I had quite a bit of "Inside the 

JFK Assassination Industry" in rough draft. Then Posner's outrage apeared and 1.A.  
switched to that. It will help round out what is the thrust of my work, that in that 
time of great crisis, all the institutions failed and they continue to fail. I hope I'll 
be here long enough t6 return to that.I anticipate that absent any new problme I'll have 
the Posner draft completed before long. Tentative title, "Hoax," again with a descriptive 
subtitle. Most intendedly dishonest book I can recall. A mark for exposing. But everyt • 
takes time. And I'm tired and don,(t have as much time as I'd like. (kq aailat 	- 

In short, for my'part I'M trying to make as ,ph asxa of an accurate and honest 
e. record for hisibry as I/tan. If it is not published it will exist, and those who care 

enough will be able to find and use it. 

Although the Post has far and away the best recolon this subject, it is not good. 
I told you of a hasty submission to oped. I think it is not expecting too much of rcporters 
and editors to perceive without being promtped what ± indicate in that piece, which I 
enclose. Yet to this moment I'm not aware of any attention to that ugly business of the 
endless media events on this subject. 



They. the major media, which of cours.ncludes the Post has abdicated on this I can 

only conjecture and I have not and I do not now. But that it did is without question and 

that today it does not care also is. It has lost its interest in asking questions, too, 

and publiAlers arekxploiting that for truly outrageous commercialization and exploitations 

tb make dity money by merely hurting people who as a matter of fact have no real recourse 

or protection of any kind. 

Some time after4publication I was sent this marked—up Publishers Weekly story. Ih 

it detent journalism for a trade publication to entirely i9Ore what I've highlighted, 

that a publisher is going to publish a book charging 'those who do not agree with its 

autior who I 

Or that 

there is any 

lam is nict rational as accessories after the fact in the gfassassination2 

one's  no? One on any newsp:Ter thought that was worth asking about, asking if 4 
real proof o4 such a-nesty criminal allegation? Of course there isn't. Yet 

he is so confident of making money from it that he promises an intial hardback print 

of not less than t50,000. (I was sent the page frost h.j..> catalogue lasWeek, not by him. 

He adds fraud, another crime, to what his book will say, and that also is impossible, 

save for the likes of him and his author. 
Ar? 

That can we do? flake the time I do not have kuch as I )ant to do as muck as I aan 
of what I've sot out to do to try to inform. I did with you, and do again* and there is ./ 	 ) 
nothing in it for me and liseek nothing for myself. I an one person and with more who 

were not unable to distinguish between chicken salad and chicken shit more could be 
informed. That is the way our system is supposed to work. Host of the time_it simply 

does not want to work. But unless some effort is make it also cannot. So, weak, puny and 

sithout any influence, I do try. A bea into a'±itxraatornado perhaps but the alternative 

is to abandon responsibility. And who knows? Aa Andy Jtickson is supposed to have ,sad, 
tae one determined man can become a majority. Tha did happen 4 and was entirely unrepor-

ted until I staged a media event tlegot one reporter into the courtroom and then when 
--- , 

the judge commented ari it, Larciner sidifi  1416t That was four years after the fact. 

XI fg-cce, of course, that all should be (32.sclosed. But in idal wave? Hoy is there 
access to 1,000,000 p'dge? Yet aid a single paper ask why if they can not be disclosed 

gmd,;0t years ago or in reap-nse to POIA reauests in which some at the least were denied? 
/  
I believe we are going to have more and more trouble unless the majpr media begins • 

to think less of me‘tinetheZt entertainment competition from TV and meets its tradi-

tional responsibilities in a country like ours. Which depends on it. 

3y the way, is it not a fejony to charge an iddictable offense? 

Best, 
lata akti 
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15 September 1993 

Dear Harold Weisberg, 
I was flattered by the attention of your letter of 29 August and profited (as I have often in the ) 

4;ast) from your thoughts about the Kennedy assassination. As for your assertion that  I know.) 

G.,nothing and understand nothing about the assassination, I regard it the same way I regard the 
"magic bullet theory"--a distinct but small possibility. 

To the substance of your observations: You say that I have no understanding because I wrote 
"To assert that Oswald acted alone is an expression of confidence in American institutions, that 
the executive branch and mainstream media organizations have uncovered and shared the truth 
about the assassination with the people." To this you reply, "The exact opposite is a tragic 
reality." Of course. I agree with you 100 percent. I didn't say that the executive branch and the 
media had uncovered the truth—only that those who (mistakenly, in my view) believe that Oswald 
acted alone are expresssing a faith (misguided, in my view) in the System. On this issue too, I do 
not believe we have any disagreement. 

On the usefulness of looking at the Mexico City Embassy visits and the missing photographs, I 
heed your warning to avoid conspiracy mongering. I only wanted to explore questions raised by 
the official record as a way of prompting readers to believe in the need for aggressive inquiry 
and full disclosure. On this question too I doubt that we have differences. 

I take to heart your formulation that the crime was never investigated and never meant to be. I 
am interested in how you think people who care about the issue should proceed. 


